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Abstract-This work examines a novel heterogeneous dynamic spectrum access network where the primary users (PUs) coexist with both underlay and interweave cognitive transmitters (UCTs and ICTs); all terminals being potentially equipped with multiple antennas. UCTs are allowed to transmit concurrently with PUs subject to interference constraints, while the ICTs employ spectrum sensing and are permitted to access the shared spectrum only when both PUs and UCTs are absent. We investigate the design of MIMO precoding algorithms for the UCT that increase the detection probability at the ICTs, while simultaneously meeting a desired Quality-of-Service target to the underlay cognitive receivers (UCRs) and constraining interference leaked to PUs. The objective of such a proactive approach, referred to as prescient precoding, is to minimize the probability of interference from ICTs to the UCRs and primary receivers due to imperfect spectrum sensing. We begin with downlink prescient precoding algorithms for multiple single-antenna UCRs and multi-antenna PUs/ICTs. We then present prescient blockdiagonalization algorithms for the MIMO underlay downlink where spatial multiplexing is performed for a plurality of multiantenna UCRs. Numerical experiments demonstrate that prescient precoding by UCTs provides a pronounced performance gain compared to conventional underlay precoding strategies.
Index Terms-Cognitive radio, spectrum sensing, spectrum underlay, linear precoding, multiuser MIMO, interference mitigation.
I. INTRODUCTION
D YNAMIC spectrum access (DSA) is emerging as a promising solution to enable better utilization of the radio spectrum, especially in bands that are currently underutilized [1] . DSA partitions wireless terminals into categories of primary (licensed) and secondary (cognitive radio) users, where the primary users have priority in accessing the shared spectrum. Furthermore, the two most prevalent classifications of secondary users are underlay cognitive radios and interweave cognitive radios (ICTs), following the terminology of [2] . The underlay paradigm mandates that concurrent secondary and primary transmissions may occur only if the interference generated by the underlay cognitive transmitters (UCTs) at the primary receivers (PRs) is below some acceptable threshold. In contrast, ICTs are allowed Manuscript received June 6, 2012; revised November 12, 2012; accepted February 9, 2013. The associate editor coordinating the review of this paper and approving it for publication was S. Bhashyam.
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to opportunistically use the spectrum only when it is not occupied by a primary transmitter (PT) with priority. In the absence of standard control channels or coordinated medium access between the primary and secondary users, the ICTs must periodically sense the spectrum for the presence of PTs [1] - [3] and cease transmission upon detection. Inevitably, imperfect ICT spectrum sensing due to channel fading and other impairments will lead to unintentional interference at the underlay cognitive receivers (UCRs) and PRs. Underlay and ICT networks have been studied separately in extensive detail for both single-antenna and multipleinput-multiple-output (MIMO) terminals [1] , [2] . The use of multiple antennas in ICTs has been suggested for improved spectrum sensing capabilities by means of receive diversity [4] - [10] . MIMO systems have also been investigated in the context of underlay DSA networks, where multiple transmit antennas are used by UCTs for beamforming and to control the interference to the PRs, assuming either complete or partial channel state information (CSI) at the SU transmitter [11] - [15] . However, there is little if any prior work that examines heterogeneous DSA networks with both UCTs and ICTs attempting to coexist simultaneously with primary users. Note that such a scenario is significantly different from hybrid secondary users that are capable of both underlay and interweave cognition [16] - [18] .
Therefore, this work examines a fundamentally novel heterogeneous DSA network where the primary users share their spectrum with both UCRs and ICTs; all terminals being potentially equipped with multiple antennas. Specifically, we investigate the design of MIMO precoding algorithms for an underlay downlink network with multiple UCRs and interweave radios. The heterogeneous DSA network presents a myriad of conflicting objectives for the underlay transmitter, since it must mitigate the multi-user interference among its own UCRs, constrain the interference leaked to PRs, and ensure that the detection probability of the ICTs is high so as to preemptively avoid interference from them. Consequently, this paper is devoted to the design of novel precoding algorithms, collectively referred to as prescient precoding, that balance these competing objectives. The aim of prescient precoding is to reduce the probability of interference due to imperfect spectrum sensing from ICTs to the underlay and primary receivers, while simultaneously meeting their QoS/interference temperature requirements. Therefore, our contributions include the following: resources from the UCRs in order to increase the detection probability at the ICTs can significantly suppress unintentional ICT interference. The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the mathematical model of the DSA network and the spectrum sensing performance of the ICTs. Prescient downlink precoding algorithms for the case of single-antenna underlay receivers are proposed in Section III. Section IV outlines a prescient block-diagonalization algorithm for a MIMO downlink channel with multi-antenna underlay receivers. Selected numerical examples are shown in Section V, and we conclude in Section VI.
Notation: We will use CN (0, Z) to denote a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian distribution with zero mean and covariance matrix Z, E{·} to denote expectation, vec(·) the matrix column stacking operator, (·) T the transpose, (·) H the Hermitian transpose, (·) −1 the matrix inverse, Tr(·) the trace operator, |·| the matrix determinant, and I an identity matrix of appropriate dimension.
II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

A. Signal and Network Model
Consider a downlink network with a t u -antenna UCT and K u single-antenna UCRs as its intended destinations, where K u ≤ t u , K multi-antenna ICTs with r I antennas each, and a single PT-PR pair with t p and r p antennas respectively, as depicted in Fig. 1 . A more general scenario with multiantenna UCRs is presented in Sec. IV. Multiple PRs can be accommodated in the current model by aggregating them into a single virtual PR.
Assuming linear precoding, the UCT downlink transmit signal is written as
where W ∈ C tu×Ku = w 1 . . . w Ku is the precoding matrix whose columns represent individual beamforming vectors, and s u (t) ∈ C Ku×1 is the collection of i.i.d. underlay information symbols drawn from an M -ary constellation with second-order statistics E s u s H u = I. A power constraint Tr WW H ≤ P is imposed on the UCT signal. By definition, the UCT must limit the interference it causes to the PR to a predefined threshold ξ p :
assuming the instantaneous channel N ∈ C rp×tu to the PR is known. Furthermore, the UCT designs its transmit signal so as to ensure that the detection probability at the ICTs is satisfactory, as explained in Sec. III. The received signal at UCR k in the absence of ICT interference (i.e., with perfect spectrum sensing) is
where h k ∈ C 1×tu is the corresponding complex channel vector from the UCT, and n k is a circularly symmetric zeromean complex Gaussian noise sample with variance σ 2 k that includes interference from the PT.
We list below the major assumptions made in this work regarding the heterogeneous DSA network.
• We assume a partial CSI model at the UCT, which is defined to mean that the UCT has knowledge of the instantaneous realizations of its outgoing channels, namely the downlink channels {h k } Ku k=1 , UCT-to-ICT channels {F i } Ku k=1 and UCT-to-PR channel N, but knows only the distribution of the ICT-to-UCR and PT-to-ICT channels.
• The UCT has knowledge of the ICT transmit powers and the parameters of the spectrum sensing scheme deployed at the ICTs, which in practice are likely to be pre-defined by spectrum regulatory agencies. • There is no coordination between the UCT and ICTs;
the UCT estimates its channels to the ICTs by observing their transmissions when active and exploiting channel reciprocity. The UCT and PRs have limited coordination in order to exchange CSI and tolerable interference limits. • All ICTs are half-duplex, which precludes for example simultaneous data transmission and spectrum sensing. We only consider in-band spectrum sensing, i.e., sensing is conducted on the same band that is used for data transmission. • The UCRs employ single-user decoding and treat all ICT/PT interference as noise. The interference from the ICTs is assumed to be instantaneous, i.e., the processing delay due to spectrum sensing is neglected.
B. ICT Spectrum Sensing
We assume that prior to transmitting, each ICT uses a binary hypothesis test based onM snapshots from its r I -dimensional array to determine whether or not the band is occupied. Under the two hypotheses, the signal received by the i th ICT at snapshot n is:
is temporally uncorrelated background Gaussian noise of known variance and q i [n] represents the presence of a signal in the band. TheM r I complex samples are composed of 2Mr I independent real and imaginary components [19] . We are only interested in the case where
} is due to the UCT and also possibly the PT, in which case
where channels f i,j ∈ C 1×tu from the UCT and d i,j ∈ C 1×tp from the PT are assumed to be invariant over theM snapshots, and s p ∈ C tp×1 is the PT transmit signal with total power P t .
A broad range of spectrum sensing algorithms with varying levels of complexity and requisite a priori information have been proposed in the literature [4] - [10] . On one hand, the optimal matched-filter detector has the most prohibitive requirements for CSI and PT signal information, while on the other hand non-coherent energy detection is the simplest possible detector since it only requires an accurate estimate of the noise variance 2 i . A range of composite generalized likelihood ratio tests (GLRT) and feature detectors lie in between these extremes. For this work, we assume the ICTs employ non-coherent energy detection due to its simplicity and the fact that it is unnecessary to distinguish between the UCT and PT signals; it is straightforward to incorporate other detection schemes in the prescient precoding framework.
The test statistic and threshold test for the energy detector is given by [5] 
where λ i is the detection threshold. We begin our development by analyzing the detection probability P D,i at ICT i assuming deterministic channels and signals from the UCT and PT. Under the null hypothesis H 0 , we see from
i . Therefore, the test statistic T i is the sum of the squares of 2Mr I independent real Gaussian random variables and thus follows a χ-squared distribution under both hypotheses:
where the noncentrality
Since the number of samples 2Mr I is even (real and imaginary components of each sample), the false alarm probability follows immediately from the central chi-square cdf as [20] 
where
is chosen to satisfy a target false alarm rate P f , and Q χ 2 2Mr I (·) is the complementary cdf of the central chi-square distribution. The detection probability is given by
where QM rI (·, ·) is the generalized Marcum Q-function [20] .
For later use we also present a more tractable expression for P D,i based on the following approximation of a non-central chi-square ccdf by a central chi-square ccdf [21] :
Defining
C. ICT Performance Prediction at UCT
The ability of the UCT to predict the spectrum-sensing performance of the ICTs is an important ingredient of the prescient precoding paradigm. It is highly unlikely that the UCT has knowledge of the PT-to-ICT channel realizations and PT signals required to compute (9) and its average with respect to the channel fading distributions. The partial CSI model assumes the more plausible scenario where the UCT knows the realizations of its channels {F i } to the ICTs, and assumes the PT-to-ICT channels undergo Rayleigh fading with distribution d i,j ∼ CN 0, σ 2 d,i I ∀i, j. Furthermore, the PT signals are assumed to be drawn with uniform probability from an M -ary PSK constellation, and all channels, signals, and AWGN samples are mutually independent. Given these assumptions, the ICT samples z i,j [n] are distributed as independent Gaussian random variables [5] for both hypotheses. The false-alarm rate is clearly identical to that in (8) 
The corresponding average detection probability is
Applying the approximation of a non-central chi-square ccdf by a central chi-square ccdf [21] and definingλ i = λi 1+ρ/2MrI , we obtainP
From the UCT's perspective, a missed detection (Type II error) at any of the ICTs leads to interference at the underlay receivers, and this phenomenon plays a pivotal role in the prescient precoding formulation. It will be useful to define the Bernoulli-distributed indicator function F i as
F i therefore models the estimated likelihood that ICT i unintentionally causes interference to the underlay and primary receivers, and is a function of W viaP D,i . Clearly, it is in the UCT's best interest to ensure that the probability of missed detection at the ICTs is made as small as possible, or equivalently, that the probability of detection is made as large as possible. To this end, we introduce the paradigm of prescient precoding in the next section in order to improve the reliability of the underlay downlink.
III. PRESCIENT DOWNLINK PRECODING
It has been elegantly established that the capacity region of a conventional non-cognitive multi-antenna downlink channel without structured interference is achieved through non-linear dirty-paper coding, since all transmitted signals are known non-causally to the transmitter [22] . However, linear precoding schemes for the multiuser downlink have been extensively studied due to their significantly lower complexity and nearcapacity performance in certain regimes, and thus we focus on linear transmit preprocessing at the UCT.
The signal at an arbitrary UCR inclusive of ICT interference due to missed detections can be written as
for k = 1, . . . , K u , where v k,i ∼ CN 0, σ 2 v,i I , s I,i ∈ C rI ×1 represent the (1 × r I ) interfering channel and signal vector of power P i from ICT i, and n k as before is a zero-mean complex Gaussian noise sample with variance σ 2 k which includes interference from the PT. We will also model the aggregate intra-UCR and ICT interference as being Gaussian, and the ICT interference as being independent of the UCT and PT transmissions (note that the ICT signal is technically coupled with the UCT and PT signals through the indicator function F i ). These are worst-case assumptions when computing the achievable UCR rate. Our prescient precoding approach can be expected to achieve better performance if the UCRs were able to perform multi-user decoding and take into account any correlation present in the interference terms. The Gaussian assumption is also reasonable in the presence of a large number of underlay and interweave cognitive radios [23] .
We are interested in the characteristics of the ICT-generated interference power at the k th UCR, defined as
Taking the expectation of the ICT interference power in (15) with respect to indicator functions
The UCR SINR that can be computed at the UCT is then approximated as
where the aggregate ICT interferenceĪ k (W) is a function of W via the spectrum-sensing detection probabilities.
In the remainder of this section, we present several novel prescient design solutions for W that provide a tradeoff between complexity and underlay downlink performance. The attribute of "prescience" derives from the fact that the UCT anticipates interference at the UCRs from ICTs due to imperfect spectrum sensing and takes preemptive measures to avoid the same. The authors have previously introduced a prescient beamforming scheme for primary transmitters attempting to avoid ICT interference in a homogeneous DSA network without UCTs in [24] . In [25] , a single-antenna UCT monitors the PT's power/rate adaptations in response to its own signals and attempts to balance protecting the PRs transmission with maximizing the UCT data rate, however the presence of ICTs is not considered. Note that ideally, a truly prescient beamforming approach would also take into account the impact of the ICT at the PR, but this is not possible without information about the ICT-PR channels. To address this issue within the problem framework that we propose, one could lower the UCR interference temperature constraint at the PR in anticipation that some ICT interference may leak through due to a missed detection.
A. Direct UCR Sum Rate Maximization
A wide variety of design choices for W in conventional non-cognitive and underlay-only downlink channels have been explored in the literature. For example, a naïve transmission scheme that disregards ICT CSI and PR interference would be to apply a modified regularized channel inversion (RCI) precoder [26] , with
given the scale factor
ζ which is chosen as the smaller of the two scaling factors required to preserve the UCT transmit power and PR interference temperature constraints. However, the naïve RCI precoder does not account for the potential ICT interferencē I k , which can severely degrade the underlay sum-rate performance whenĪ k is the dominant term of the denominator in (17) . A more efficient usage of the side information available to the UCT is a direct sum-rate maximization approach that exploits knowledge of the ICT channels:
Tr WW H ≤ P.
The above problem is novel since the co-channel ICT interference term in the SINR is a function of the transmit signal itself. This is in sharp contrast with conventional single-cell [27] , multi-cell [28] , and underlay-only [11] - [15] downlink beamforming problems where the co-channel interference γ k does not depend on W. While signal-dependent interference is a well-studied problem in radar signal processing [29] , [30] , in our case this dependence manifests itself in a much more complicated and non-linear fashion. We are faced with a nonconvex objective function with multiple non-linear constraints, and at this point an analytical solution for W therefore appears to be intractable.
To solve the sum-rate maximization problem numerically, a gradient projection (GP) algorithm can be used, which will converge to at least a locally-optimal stationary point. To compute the gradient of the UCR sum rate, we define the leakage term
and compute
and the differential on the RHS of (22) is taken with respect to the average detection probability in (12) which is computable at the UCT. At the k th iteration of the GP process, the updated precoding matrix W (k) in the direction of the gradient computed above will likely not satisfy the UCT transmit power and PR interference temperature constraints. The projection step of the GP algorithm therefore projects the iterate W (k) back onto the feasible constraint set Ω + (P, ξ p ) {W | Tr WW H ≤ P, Tr NWW H N H ≤ ξ p }. Nominally, this would be achieved by determining a feasible W 0 ∈ Ω + (P, ξ p ) that is closest to W (k) in terms of Frobenius norm, i.e., by minimizing the squared distance
with appropriate con-straints:
However, instead of numerically solving the above problem, a potentially suboptimal but much simpler approach is to scale W (k) such that both (24b) and (24c) are satisfied. This approach is partly motivated by the observation that the solution to (24a) cannot satisfy both constraints with equality for a general channel N = I, and one of the constraints is guaranteed to be an inequality anyway. A summary of the GP approach for underlay prescient sum rate maximization is shown in Algorithm III-A. The step sizes are chosen as s k = 1 and α k = β n k based on the Armijo rule [31, Sec. 2.3], where 0 < β < 1 and n k is the first integer that satisfies
Algorithm III-A.1 Prescient Gradient Projection Method
Initialization: 
B. Algorithm Based on Convex Optimization
While the iterative algorithm described above returns at least a locally optimal prescient beamforming matrix, it is desirable to investigate designs based on simpler optimization procedures. In this section, we investigate a suboptimal approach that maximizes the partial underlay SINR accounting for intra-UCR and PR interference, while making a best-effort attempt to limit the expected ICT interference by ensuring a minimum level of signal power leakage to them. We first define the partial UCR SINR β k as
where the ICT interference term in the denominator of (17) is omitted. Then we pose the problem of maximizing the minimum partial UCR SINR subject to a set of constraints
on the total UCT signal power received by the ICTs, as follows:
This can be posed as a convex optimization problem as follows. Let J k w k w H k , ∀k. Applying a change of variable and relaxing the rank-1 constraints on J k , we have the reformulation
In this case, however, dropping the rank constraints on {J i } Ku i=i still does not lead to a semidefinite program (SDP), since the K u underlay SNR inequality constraints in (27b) are nonlinear due to the fact that t is a variable. Therefore, a two-stage solution strategy is required where the outer-loop performs a one-dimensional bisection search over t, while the inner loop solves (27a) for a given value of t, if feasible [32] .
C. Combined Downlink and Multicast Beamforming
As an alternative suboptimal algorithm, we present an approach with a semi-analytical expression for W, motivated by the simple observation that the detection probability of the energy detector in (9) increases monotonically with the received SNR at the ICTs for a given false alarm rate P F A,i . Consider the following two extreme cases for the choice of W:
• Disregard ICTs, focus only on UCRs: If the UCT disregards the presence of the ICTs and focuses only on its intended receivers, a suitable choice for W is the RCI precoder W CI given by (18) . • Disregard UCRs, focus only on ICTs: At this extreme, the UCT ignores its downlink users and focuses only on improving the signal strength at the ICTs (particularly those that could produce the most interference). This is similar to a MIMO multicast (MC) downlink scenario, where priority is given to certain key users. A reasonable choice for the transmit precoder in this case would maximize the weighted average of the SNRs at the ICTs:
where the weight P i N I σ 2 v,i measures the interference impact of the ith ICT at the UCRs. The solution to (28) is given by the dominant singular vectors of F H S Σ g F H S scaled by √ P , where F S = K i F i and Σ g is a diagonal matrix with entries P i N I σ 2 v,i , i = 1, · · · , K. Given that the prescient precoding objective is to balance these two competing goals, a sensible approach would be to choose W as some linear combination of the solutions:
where the optimal value of α ∈ [0, 1] that maximizes (19) can be found by a simple line search.
IV. MULTI-ANTENNA UNDERLAY RECEIVERS
In this section we extend the prescient downlink precoding paradigm to the case of multi-antenna UCRs with multiple data streams transmitted to each. For simplicity, assume that each UCR is equipped with r u antennas, although the proposed algorithms hold for unequal array sizes as long as the total number of receive antennas does not exceed t u . The extension to the case where the UCT serves t u spatial streams regardless of the total number of receive antennas can be made using the coordinated beamforming approach [33] , for example. The received signal at UCR k is now (30) where H k ∈ C ru×tu is the main channel, W k ∈ C tu×l k is the beamforming matrix applied to signal s u,k ∈ C l k ×1 for user k, F i is the ICT indicator function as before, s I,i is the i th ICT signal over interfering channel V k,i ∈ C ru×rI , and n k ∼ CN(0, σ 2 k I) is additive Gaussian noise. The transmit covariance matrix for each UCR is given by Q k = W k W H k . In principle, a generalization of the GP algorithm in Sec. III-A could be constructed for this scenario. However, such an approach is complicated by the fact that in the multi-antenna UCR scenario, GP would have to account for the inter-stream interference per UCR in the downlink in addition to the inter-UCR and ICT interference. This would require that we specify a particular inter-stream interference cancelation scheme, so that the inter-stream interference could be calculated, which would add significantly complexity to the paper without offering additional insights relevant to DSA. We therefore adopt a prescient block-diagonalization (PBD) strategy on the underlay downlink [33] , [34] to completely eliminate intra-UCR interference, as shown below.
In the first approach, the transmit covariance matrices {Q k } Ku s=1 are computed jointly so as to optimize the underlay system sum rate while subject to constraints on the PR interference and the minimum power leaked to the ICTs. The proposed PBD scheme is described mathematically as max Q1,...,QK u Ku k=1
Note that this is not equivalent to direct maximization of the UCR sum rate since the ICT interference is not included in the objective function. However, this decoupling renders the problem convex since the objective function is jointly concave and all constraints are linear in {Q k }, and the leakage constraints η i can be adjusted appropriately to diminish the probability of missed detections at the ICTs.
As an alternative PBD strategy, it is possible to separately design the precoding and power allocation matrices per user in a two-step process. Let
represent the overall UCR downlink channel excluding the k th user. First, a closed-form solution for the unitpower precoding matrix of user k is obtained from the nullspace of H −k . For example, from the SVD
H , the last (t u −l k ) right singular vectors contained in V −k,0 can be used to construct W k [33] . However, unlike the conventional BD algorithm, the power allocated over the l k spatial modes of user k is now no longer obtained via waterfilling. Let rank(H k W k ) = r k for user k's effective channel, and assume l k = r k . Consider the SVD of user k's effective channel 1 , . . . , k,r k ) is a r k × r k diagonal matrix, and define Λ k = diag (λ k,1 , . . . , λ k,r k ) to be the power allocation matrix. The overall downlink power allocation matrix is therefore Λ u = blkdiag (Λ 1 , . . . , Λ Ku ). The PR interference and ICT signal power constraints are accommodated in the power allocation step based on a numerical optimization:
where n c is the c th row of N, f i,n is the n th row of F i , and w k,m is the m th column of W k . The leakage and power constraints (32b)-(32d) are equivalent to (31c)-(31f). This is a convex program since the objective function is concave and all constraints are linear in {λ k,i }, and can be efficiently solved using interior-point methods. It must be noted however that a separate design of the underlay precoding and power allocation matrices is potentially suboptimal compared to the joint design of (31).
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present the results of several numerical experiments to verify the improvement in primary link performance provided by prescient beamforming. To avoid repetition, unless specified otherwise, all results in this section are based on the partial CSI model with instantaneous CSI of the downlink and UCT-ICT links, and only statistical CSI of the ICT-to-UCR links available to the underlay transmitter. Each channel realization for all terminals is drawn from a zeromean circularly symmetric complex Gaussian distribution, and all results are averaged over 1000 channel realizations. The background AWGN variance at all receivers is assumed to be unity, the primary antenna array sizes are fixed as t p = r p = 4 with PT transmit power P t = 10dB, and the PR interference cap is set to ξ p = 10dB. The convex programs are solved numerically using the cvx MATLAB toolbox [35] . At the ICTs we set the transmit power to P i = 20dB, false alarm rate target P F A,i = 10 −3 ∀i, and sample size ofM = 4. The prescient GP algorithm is run 5 times for each set of channel realizations with four random initializations and an initialization based on the naïve RCI precoder to reduce the likelihood of a local maximum; the best-performing precoding solution is chosen as the result.
In Fig. 2 , we first examine the energy detection receiveroperating-characteristic at an arbitrary ICT for prescient and genie GP precoding compared to RCI transmission for K u = 3 single-antenna UCRs. The genie GP algorithm assumes the UCT has complete knowledge of all channels/signals and the true ICT detection probability in (9) (the gradient is computed based on (10)). The UCT transmit power is fixed at P = 10dB with t u = 3 antennas, and K = 2 ICTs are present with r I = 2 antennas each. We observe that prescient precoding provides a significant improvement in energy detection performance compared to RCI for the entire range of P F A , and consequently reduces the likelihood of ICT missed detections. The partial CSI-based prescient GP approaches the ideal genie case for less stringent values of P F A , and provides a reasonable if conservative estimate of the ICT detection probability.
Sum rate results for the single-antenna UCR downlink versus UCT transmit power with t u = K u = K = 3, r I = 2 are shown in Fig. 3 . The prescient schemes improve markedly upon the naïve RCI precoder since each ICT with a missed detection interferes with multiple UCRs. At low transmit power even the genie GP is unable to effectively preempt ICT interference in spite of precise foreknowledge of the ICT interference probability. The linear combination scheme is observed to be a very competitive alternative compared to the computationally intensive GP solution. The SDP-based prescient scheme suffers from the difficulty of optimally choosing leakage power thresholds η i . The proposed prescient GP precoder provides an increase of up to 7 (bits/s/Hz) in spectral efficiency compared to the RCI scheme, which highlights the significant benefit of preemptively mitigating ICT interference via the prescient precoding scheme.
We now consider prescient versus conventional blockdiagonalization schemes for the multi-antenna UCR downlink with r u = 2. In Fig. 4 the underlay sum rate is displayed as a function of the UCT transmit power for t u = 8, K u = 4, K = r I = 2. The greatest benefit of the PBD schemes is observed at low to intermediate values of P , while the sum rate of all three algorithms gradually converge for large P . This is because the diversion of transmit power to the ICTs gradually diminishes with P under PBD since the ICTs are able to more accurately detect the occupancy of the spectrum.
Finally, Fig. 5 presents the PBD and BD underlay sum rates Underlay sum rate for prescient and conventional blockdiagonalization versus number of ICTs K, for tu = 6, Ku = 3, r I = ru = 2, P = 100.
as the number of potentially interfering ICTs increases, for fixed UCT power P = 15dB. The relatively low combined transmit power of the UCT and PT leads to a potentially significant number of missed detections at the ICTs, and the expected ICT interference clearly worsens as K increases. This is especially true for the conventional BD scheme, which suffers from a pronounced degradation in sum rate since it neglects the sensing performance of the ICTs. An important implication of this outcome is that the successful coexistence of UCRs and ICTs in a heterogeneous DSA network cannot be assured merely by enhancing the UCT precoding strategy; smarter ICT spectrum sensing approaches must also be adopted.
VI. CONCLUSION
This work has examined a novel heterogeneous DSA network where the primary users coexist with both underlay and interweave cognitive radios, all terminals being potentially equipped with multiple antennas. We investigated the design of MIMO precoding algorithms and the underlay transmitter in order to increase the detection probability at the ICTs, while simultaneously meeting a desired Quality-of-Service target for the underlay receivers and constraining the amount of interference leaked to the PUs. The objective of such a proactive approach, referred to as prescient precoding, is to minimize the probability of interference from ICTs to the UCR and PU receivers due to imperfect spectrum sensing. We presented three different downlink prescient precoding algorithms for the case of multiple single-antenna UCRs and multi-antenna PUs/ICTs. We then presented prescient blockdiagonalization algorithms for the MIMO underlay downlink where spatial multiplexing is performed for multiple multiantenna UCR receivers. Numerical experiments demonstrated that prescient precoding by the UCT preemptively mitigates missed detections at the ICTs, and provides a pronounced performance gain in underlay sum rate compared to conventional precoding strategies.
